
How to:
Organise a
”digital battle” 
of dance



It is a dance competition 
between young people of 

two different countries, using 
the digital method of the 

internet.

In collaboration with 
dancing organisations like 

for example ”Dancer 
without borders”.

First of all: what is a 
”Digital battle”»?



Objectives of the activity

Giving young 
people with less 
opportunities the 

opportunity to 
express themselves 

through the 
dancing. This will 
increase their self 

esteem.

Giving young 

dancer the 

opportunity to 

get to know   

other cultures.

Using the dance 

as a tool of 

sensibilization of 

youngsters on the 

internet for the  

importance of 

interculturality.



To which target group do it address? 

Youth workers
from different

associations all 
around the 

world.

Young people 
with less

possibilities
warned in 

advance of the 
battle.

Open for all 
public to watch

the battlen
(series on 
YouTube).

Young dancer
from different

countries.



What’s next:
how to organise a digital battle? 

STEP 1: Plannify the battle in your team

o Brainstorming for collecting ideas concerning 

the dance battle

o Do the planning of the event

o Make sure the responsabilities of the team 



o Search and choose a country

o Search a partner organisation with
which you will realize the project

o Communication:

E-mail, skype, phone and facebook.

With Google account it is possible to talk 
on Google+ and also to transmit the 
communication on YouTube via Google 
Hangouts On Air. 

STEP 2: Choose a partner organisation

Links:

Google +

http://www.google.com/+/learnmor

e/hangouts/?hl=fr

Google Hangouts On Air

https://www.google.com/+/learnmo

re/hangouts/onair.html



The battle

o Do the planning of the date, the hours, number of participants and the 
program of the day of the battle  

The materials

o Plannify everything that you will need on the day of the dance event (you will 
find more information in ”Materials”)

The place

o Equipped with electricity, internet access, a place for dancing and a good 
acoustic.

o For example: House of youth, socio cultural center, dancing school, bar, club, 
old barn or old factory

The funding

o You are doing a chart with all the costs you will have (you will find more 
information on the page ” financement”)

The sponsoring

o You can ask for example technical or clothing shops, theatres, cinemas, 
dance schools or the villages in which you are doing the battle.

STEP 3: Planification and organization

The best you have 
organized the dance 
battle, the less you 
will have problems 
on the day of the 
battle



o You can create a public event on 
facebook and invite all the people 
who could be interested in the 
dance battle. All these people can 
also invite their network of friends, 
fellows and classmates.

o Poster and fleyer in both languages 
to spread in the cities – in the library, 
in the schools and at the bus stations

o Article on the newspaper

STEP 4: Promotion of the activity
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Webcam:

One camera in every country 

Computer:

One in the participants country, two 
in the organisators country (one for 
the communication+ the projector, 
one for following the others)

Projector:

One projector for every country 

Screen:

Organize a screen for showing the 
other group with a projector. 

Advice Logitech C920: it works with Mac 

ans PC, Skype et Google+, it is not that 

expensive and the quality of the film is 

quite good (dissolution 1080p ou 720p). 

You have to check if the 

projector is compatible 

with the computer!



Sound:

The best with a DJ set

Lights:

The better the lights, the better will the other team see the 
participants dancing. The best lights with spotlights.

Cables:

Cables for the computer, for the projectors and some 
multiple plugs

Wifi:

Check out if there is a good wifi-connection in the place of 
the battle
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Advice: check out all your material some days before the digital 

dance battle for beeing sure that it will work out the day itself!



Title Details Price

Award For the winner team €2000

Jury 3 each country €3200

DJ 1 each country €400

Technician 1 each country. Search for a volunteer! €0

Advertisement Flyer, poster, article in newspaper €100

Location of dance battle 2 locations in two different countries €600

Photos+ filming 1 each country. Search for a volunteer! €0

Snacks Catering meanwhile the battle €200

Material Try to rent most of the material as possible €300

Other Some unpredictable costs €100

Sponsoring It depends on your motivation and enthusiasm! €2000

Example of funding



• Have a look at the 
digital battle France-
Suede in 2015: 
https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=X-
E63Qfwe9c&feature=y
outu.be

Dissemination

o Website

o Video on YouTube

o Photos on Facebook

o Event on Facebook

Evaluation

o Meeting with the team 

o Questionnaire to participants

After the activity


